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About This Game

In the shell game, three or more identical cups, shells, or anything else are placed face-down on a surface. A small ball is placed
beneath one of these cups so that it cannot be seen, and they are then shuffled by the operator in plain view. Player is invited to

bet on which cup holds the ball – if they guess right the part of hidden image is opened.

For those who couldn't pass the level but still want to relax there is "Don't Rage Mode"

"Don't Rage Mode"
Press "S" at the beginning of the level to open all parts of image.

Press "U" to unlock a single part of image.

Game Features
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Artworks

Relaxing music

100 Achievments
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This games hasn't aged well. I love Might and Magic V and VI, and this seems like it would play a lot like them, but my love for
those games is definitely founded in nostalgia. If you haven't already played this game, or the PnP game it's based on, you
problably won't enjoy it.. I'd love to play this. The idea looks grand, however it is multiplayer only and there are 0 players online
in the middle of the day (US) on a Sunday. Hopefully it gets more popular, but for right now, this isn't a game at all.. Awesome
game !
Great Art, nice story.
Alice is the most precious one ! <3
Really enjoy this game!. I would prefer to play the RPG that this is linked to rather than the racing game that came after it.
Played through a few championship matches before giving up.

I like different weapons slots for different pick ups, sadly I was having trouble getting this to work with a 360 controller all that
well.

I didn't really like the feel of the vehicles, I know they are hover based, but it would still be good to have some greater feelings
of inertia and a center of mass on the vehicles somewhere so they roll and dig into corners.

Worth trying if you get it in a pack, but I'm not sure it will be something that you play for long.. A very nice stealth game with
bombs as your only weapon. Runs on Linux, meaning it doesn't expire. Unique enough to be interesting enough to not be able to
recommend enough.
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Janky Tanks has a similar gameplay to Smash Bro's - do damage, knock people off. Higher damage = you fly farther!
But with indestructable tanks!

Played the demo, and wound up playing the demo for over an hour with a few people. Well worth the $2.50 I got on sale.

For $5, I think I'd like to see a little bit more, maybe at least 1-2 more modes?

Even still, lots of fun and I am keen to see how it develops further.
 - Hot Tip: Set the water level to rise in 10 - seconds, and it becomes a king-of-the-hill panic for higher ground. It becomes more
about how well you control your tank, as opposed to knocking others off!. This game is awesome!

I do have one question. Do SSGSS Goku and Vegeta come with this?
They havent been activated for me since I bought this. Just finished playing "Disc One", the first world or what you would call
it, and its fantastic. Super crisp action, beautiful visuals and sound, cant recommend it enough!

EDIT: Have now finished it, including the "single" Break In and going back to play "Disc One" on hard mode. The game is just
fantastic and keeps getting better. Ive already "finished" it but it was well worth my money and i will probably come back every
now and then just to get some ape jazz.. Pretty fun game, my only complaint is that i find many people with mods or hacks..
Played the free part of the game.
It's alright but should have been 2-3 battles for the free demo, with the full game having more than just 6 battles.
$2 for 6 battles, slow-paced turn-based fights, a ton of grinding for pointless costumes, and access to new areas of the White
House that isn't actually explained as to what that part of the game contains from a gameplay standpoint.
Don't see where the value is.
. This game has a very similar feel to the old Driver games on the Playstation. It's also a bit like GTA. The 80s aesthetic is
awesome. The music is really enjoyable to listen to. It's polished. There is a nice gradual progression system where you unlock
new skills and buy new cars and parts. Most importantly, the driving mechanics are really satisfying: the cars feel fluid & slidey,
but with just enough assists that you can purposefully navigate the maps without constantly crashing.. Nice puzzle game. No
achievements spam, no silly graphics. Simple but enjoynable game.. Pretty bad and boring unless you're looking for
achievements. Very poor game, looks like the first game of newbie game developer. Well, the cost is pretty low, but still worth
refunding :D

I love quality hardcore platformers. That's why I do not recommend this game. Yes, this game is hard, but not because it's well
designed, but because of bad controls and unfinished game mechanics. If you are looking for funny plot, you will find it in
trailer, but not in game.

Cons:
- Not polished frustrating platformer controls:
1) No remembering pre-pressed jump button – so if you are in air near ground and pre-press Jump, you will not jump after
landing even if you are holding the button)
2) Can't stop moving by X in air – you can just switch direction from left to right and from right to left), so it's pretty annoying
when you have to aim while jumping.
3) Stick is not supported for Xbox controller which is bad for platformer.
- Bad camera behaviour, just feel uncomfortable.
- Very poor sprite graphics and animation: low ammount of sprites, not smooth transition between animations and changing
direction of character, bad resolution and quality of sprites and textures.
- Didn't find any intros or cinematics in game that were trailer.

Pros:
- Developers read my first review and fixed critical bug (I couldn't jump), so I bought the game second time after refunding it
(well, I will still try to refund it second time).
- Pretty funny trailer (didn't find anything in game though).
- Low price, but still the Game shouldn't be in Steam in current state.. Something goofy and a bit different in the world of top-
down racers.

GRITS takes the classic 2D top-down racing concept and mixes it up a fair bit with all the tasty features elaborated on in the
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extended game description:
Physics
Individually simulated wheels mean vehicle damage gets 'functionally interesting'
Drivers
Run to your car... or to the team truck for a new one if you broke the original - your tesla shield makes pedestrian
collisions far more painful for the offending vehicle!
Wodifiers
Add silly extras each round, like squishy tyres which bend awkwardly against walls, or tractor wheels which turn a bit
differently (or both for when you want monster truck tyres on your oldschool racing cigars)
Parties
Not only does it support 8 players, but the dev was mad kind enough to add rotating UI elements for those of us who take
it to a tabletop screen - it doesn't matter which side of the table you play from because every player gets to pick what side they
are facing when they punch in! (the dev actively engages on the forum, and takes on board even these edge case suggestions
if they seem viable)

A little light on track content at time of review (Early Access after all), and I know some of the graphics are in the process
of being tinkered with for better usability, but this is a fun title which deserves the support of all the old Slicks'n'Slides fans
after something which isn't just trying to recreate the older games with prettier graphics again.
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